Counting beans or moving mountains –
long term climate policy goals
and the battle of frames
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Decarbonisation outlook

• 2020: Doing pretty well?

• 2030: Transport in focus
• 2040: Industry prepared?

2020 targets OK but then?
Specific challenges:
• Bioenergy and land-use governance

• The power system: Nordic power island, exporter or
green battery?
– Integration, new production and T&D planning and
investment, electrification and data centres, grid codes,
storage technologies, hydro goal conflicts, etc…

• Transport sector
– Technical fix versus travel patterns, biofuels, electrofuels
(power-to-gas or liquids), high mitigation costs

• Basic industries in the green power island?
– Electrification and flexible demand, but no zero-vision,
unexplored, and international competition, leakage

The transition in Swedish space heating
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A fundamental conflict of ideas
• One perspective: The state should only intervene if
there is a market failure (e.g. environmental costs, lack
of R&D and information) to correct and improve the
market to make it more efficient.
– Economy-wide market based technology neutral
policy instruments for CO2 are efficient.
• Another perspective: The state has an important role
in governing and driving the transition to sustainable
energy and transport systems and the long-term
restructuring of society.
– Multi-objective long term sequential policy strategies
for sustainable cities/transport/industry.
Source: Kronsell, Hildingsson och Khan, 2012

Snapshots from IPCC WGIII SPM

Snapshots from IPCC WGIII SPM
Sectoral chapters

Snapshots from IPCC WGIII SPM
Policy chapters

International (UNFCC, WTO, WB, Treaties, etc)
CDM
EU and Federal policies
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Regional (e.g., Bundesländer) policy

Policy
Domains
Including flanking
policies to handle
unintended side
effects

Local/municipal planning and ordinances

Multiple (jurisdictional) levels
Jurisdictions in different policy domains may be at different levels (tax is typically
national and permits/planning is local). An important flanking policy is for handling
unsustainable land/biomass-use.

A reflection on policy evaluation
DG-Energy official, 2011:
PS an interesting question is the extent to which the different
approaches are in competition, complementary or simply
additional to each other. Does the promotion of fuel efficient or
electric cars undermine efforts to get people to walk, cycling or
use public transport? Debates seem to be carried out in terms of
competition between policies, while my sense from a policy
perspective is that the problems are so difficult and our
knowledge about 'what works' so limited that it makes sense to
try to implement several different solutions simultaneously.

Technology, institutions, and multiple goals:
a need for broad transition strategies
• New/better transport fuels and vehicles through technology,
innovation and deployment policies
• Changes in travel patterns, choice of travel mode, acceptance
for e-mobility, distance work
• Policy packages to ”nudge” towards more sustainable patterns
(taxes, congestion charges, parking fees…)
• Planning approaches e.g., integrated planning, economic
evaluation tools, ”four step” principle (demand, efficiency, minor
and major investment)
• Policy paradigms e.g., accessibility instead of mobility, and
consideration of long term goals
• Visions and missions: from Road Administration that builds
roads to Transport Administration that builds society

Governance approaches
Provide clear and stable direction
• Develop long term innovation and industrial development policies
aimed at preparing for deep emission reductions post 2020 and
2030. Selected areas can be targeted, winners picked.
• Explore and develop mechanisms for greater transparency,
participation and monitoring of policy in a transition context.
• Reconsider whether existing administrative structures, organisations
and jurisdictions in government are well suited to govern the
transition. Mechanisms for coordination between levels, sectors and
different policy domains. Scenarios as mechanisms for learning and
strategizing about policy, as well as for policy integration?
• Create new pathways and long term lock-in situations that are
consistent with low carbon transitions. Stable investment conditions.
Some countries consider climate legislation.

Long term transition strategies:
implications for evaluation
• Must go beyond and complement short term cost-efficiency and
effectiveness assessments.
• Requires broad and encompassing multi-objective evaluation
frameworks for understanding combined and sequential effects of
several policy instruments.
• Requires attention to multiple dimensions (e.g., technical, social,
economic), multiple levels (e.g. international, national, local) as well
as policy conflicts, coherence and integration across policy
domains, and include policy formation processes in a transition
context.
• The following speakers will explain exactly how.
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